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Variation in spiralian development: insights from polychaetes
ELAINE C. SEAVER*
Whitney Laboratory for Marine Bioscience, University of Florida, FL, USA

ABSTRACT Spiralian development is characterized by the conservation of spindle orientation and cell
geometry during early cleavage stages, as well as features of the ultimate fates of identified cells.This
complex set of characters is shared by a number of animal lineages including nemerteans, polyclad
platyhelminthes, annelids and mollusks. How a similar, highly stereotypical cleavage program can
give rise to such diversity of larval and adult forms has intrigued researchers for many years. This
review summarizes recent data from polychaete annelids, and highlights both conservation and
variation in the cellular and molecular mechanisms that guide the spiral cleavage developmental
program. There is a specific focus on comparisons of fate maps, patterns of cleavage, mechanisms
of cell fate specification, organizing activity, and differences in molecular patterning. Some of the
differences in early development represent intra-clade variation within annelids, and others hint
at differences between annelids and other taxa. Because much of the classic work on spiralians
has focused on mollusks, these new data from annelids have expanded our knowledge about the
evolutionary flexibility in spiralian development and potentially its role in body plan evolution.
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Introduction
Following fertilization, the zygote divides repeatedly and often
rapidly into numerous smaller cells or blastomeres, preparing the
embryo for important later events such as gastrulation. Cleavages
are often tightly regulated during animal development, and indeed
in many, but not all groups of animals, the details of the early
cleavage program are highly stereotypic from embryo to embryo
and from the offspring of one adult to another. This stereotypy has
both practical and phylogenetic implications. Practically, it can
allow for the unambiguous identification of individual cells in the
embryo, and fate maps (the complete set of descendants derived
from a particular identified cell) can be constructed for each cell.
In addition, experimental manipulations of identified cells can be
performed to determine the stability of cell fate and timing of cell fate
specification. Animals such as soil nematodes, urochordate ascidians, and ctenophores have been extensively studied to learn how
these stereotyped cleavage programs segregate developmental
potential. Induction events and complex regulatory networks that
control early developmental events have also been examined in
animals with stereotypic cleavage programs.
Because cleavage programs are often characteristic of particular
animal clades, they have also been used to make phylogenetic
inferences as to common lines of evolutionary descent. A classic
example is the existence of a stereotyped pattern of early develop-

ment called spiral cleavage. This pattern of development can be
recognized by the arrangement, relative size and position of the
blastomeres. Conserved fate maps and similar larval forms also
characterize spiralian development. Spiral cleavage is shared by a
number of taxa that exhibit a huge diversity of adult animal forms,
including the mollusks (snails and bivalves) annelids (earthworms
and leeches), nemerteans (ribbon worms), flatworms (polyclad
flatworms) and other invertebrate taxa. Animals exhibiting spiral
cleavage diverged over 500 Myr ago, and researchers have been
struck by the similarities in their early development for over 100
years. In a paper written in 1898, titled “Considerations on celllineage and ancestral reminiscence”, E. B. Wilson noted that the
development of these animals was so alike that their similarities
could not be explained by chance, but must be due to a shared
evolutionary past (Wilson, 1898). Wilson’s postulation has been
confirmed by a number of recent phylogenomic studies that support
the Spiralia (Dunn et al., 2008, Edgecombe et al., 2011, Hejnol et
al., 2009, Philippe et al., 2009, Struck et al., 2014).
The predictability in position, size, and timing of cell divisions in
the spiralian developmental program allows homologous cells in
the early embryo to be identified and compared across taxa. Thus,
the evolution of cell lineages and specification of cell fate can be
studied. However, the extraordinary conservation of early development in spiralians raises an apparent paradox: how does such
a similar, highly stereotypical cleavage program give rise to such
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Fig. 1. Annelid adult and larval form. Anterior is to the left in both panels. (A) Schematic of the adult annelid body plan (B) Trochophore larva. DIC
image of a live Hydroides elegans trochophore larva. At, apical tuft; ey, eye; mo, mouth; py, pygidium; pt, prototroch.

diversity of larval and adult forms? Do clade-specific differences
arise only at later stages in development, after gastrulation, or is
there significant clade-specific variation at early stages that is tied
to morphological differences among larval or adult forms? How and
when do molecular differences that give rise to novel phenotypes
become established during these early cleavages? Most spiralian
embryological studies have focused on gastropod mollusks, and
the consequences of changes in the spiralian cleavage program
on body plan evolution have thus far only been documented in a
few cases. Extreme cases of variation include examples of losses
of the spiralian cleavage program within sublineages of animal
groups with spiral cleavage. These include cephalopod mollusks
that have extremely large eggs and cleavages occur only on the
animal pole as a disc of cells (Wadeson and Crawford, 2003),
and the embryos of some neoophoran platyhelminthes in which
blastomeres become separated from each other by surrounding
yolk cells (Thomas, 1986). The lophophorates (e.g. phoronids and
brachiopods) also show little or no trace of the spiralian program.
There is limited data on molecular mechanisms that control spiralian development. Spiralian taxa are thus fertile ground for modern
embryological and molecular studies aimed at understanding the
evolution of developmental programs and how developmental
changes can give rise to morphological diversity.

Annelids
One of the more speciose, but understudied groups of animals
exhibiting spiral cleavage is the Annelida. Commonly referred to
as the ‘segmented worms’, annelids are one of three major animal
groups with a segmented body (Seaver, 2003). There are over
20,000 described species, and annelids exhibit a diversity of form,
life history and habitat, and they are particularly dominant in the
marine environment. The typical annelid body plan includes a presegmental region in the head (the prostomium), containing the brain
and anterior sense organs (Rouse and Pleijel, 2001). Posterior to
the prostomium are numerous serially-repeated segments in the
trunk, and a terminal, posterior non-segmental pygidium (Fig. 1A).
Many annelids have segmental appendages containing bristles
or chaetae. Segment and appendage morphology can be very
similar among segments within an individual (homonomy), vary
substantially (heteronomy), or any combination in between. Most
annelids form new segments from a sub-terminal posterior growth
zone, located immediately anterior to the pygidium. Segments
are often continually added throughout the lifetime of the animal,
with the majority of segments generated during juvenile and adult

stages. Segment number differs widely across species and often
even between individuals of the same species. Thus, many annelids lack a determinate number of segments. Annelids exhibit
a diversity of life history strategies and many have an indirect life
cycle, producing a pelagic larval form called the trochophore (Fig.
1B), followed by metamorphosis into a juvenile worm. Also known
for their extensive regenerative abilities, most annelids display
robust posterior regeneration, and some display both anterior
and posterior regeneration capabilities (Bely, 2006; Bely, 2014).
Variation of annelid features such as the spiral cleavage program,
life history, and the ability to regenerate will undoubtedly reveal
further insights into the evolution of animal body plans and the
bilaterian ground pattern.
Phylogenetic relationships among annelids are not well agreed
upon. Deep-level relationships in Annelida have been difficult to
reconstruct due to rapid evolution. Recent efforts to resolve these
nodes have utilized phylogenomic approaches and more comprehensive taxon sampling. Traditional annelid phylogenies included
the clitellates and polychaetes. The clitellates are comprised of the
leeches and oligochaetes, so named because members deposit
their eggs into a cocoon secreted by a glandular structure called
the clitellum (Shankland and Savage, 1997). Both morphological
and molecular data support the monophyly of the clitellates, and
numerous molecular studies place the clitellates within the polychaetes, rendering Polychaeta paraphyletic. Clitellates undergo
direct development, and share a highly stereotyped, but modified,
form of spiral cleavage (Shankland and Savage, 1997). In this review, we use the informal term polychaetes to refer to non-clitellate
annelids, following Rouse and Pleijel (Rouse and Pleijel, 2001).
Multiple molecular phylogenetic studies position echiurans and
pogonophorans (siboglinidae) as derived annelids; these taxa
were previously treated as separate phyla (reviewed in (Halanych
et al., 2002). There is also increasing support for the inclusion of
sipunculans within annelids, although their exact position is still
uncertain (Giribet, 2008, Hejnol et al., 2009, Struck et al., 2011,
Struck et al., 2007). Both echiurans and sipunculans exhibit spiral
cleavage. Echiurans and sipunculans do not display overt adult body
segmentation, and the inclusion of these groups within the Annelida
implies that segmentation is more evolutionarily plastic than has
previously been appreciated. Two recent phylogenomic studies
group most annelids into one of two clades, the Errantia (active
errant polychaetes) and the Sedentaria (sedentary polychaetes)
(Struck et al., 2011, Weigert et al., 2014). However, these analyses
show branching of several morphologically diverse annelid taxa
sister to these two supergroups, leaving features of the ancestral
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annelid difficult to reconstruct. Hopefully as additional analyses are
published, further support for which annelid taxa should be placed
at the base of the annelid tree will be supported.
Two polychaete species are emerging as models for studies of
spiralian development, Capitella teleta and Platynereis dumerilii.
Both species have advantages for developmental studies including
the fact that they can be readily cultured in the laboratory, embryos
and larvae can be obtained on a regular basis, and numerous molecular and functional techniques have been established. Capitella
and Platynereis exhibit an early cleavage pattern representative of
other spiralians, and both undergo unequal cleavage (Fig. 2) (Eisig,
1899, Fischer and Arendt, 2013, Seaver et al., 2005). Although the
exact phylogenetic relationship between Capitella and Platynereis
may not be completely resolved, they are not close sister taxa,
and there are numerous differences between their larval and adult
body plans as well as their life histories (Thamm, 2007). These
differences include: 1/ the segments in Platynereis adults are morphologically identical, while the Capitella body is divided into distinct
thoracic and abdominal regions; 2/ Platynereis reproduces only
once, whereas Capitella females can generate an average of 4 – 6
broods; 3/ approximately 2000-3000 160 mm eggs are produced
for each spawn in Platynereis, whereas approximately 200 200
mm eggs are present in each Capitella brood; 4/ during the larval
period, Platynereis generates three larval segments and Capitella
generates 13; 5/ metamorphosis gradually occurs over a period of
several days in Platynereis and in Capitella it occurs within hours;
6/ the life cycle is approximately 6 months in Platynereis and 8-10
weeks in Capitella. The Capitella genome sequence is currently
the only full genome sequence available for any polychaete. The
differences between these two polychaete annelids highlight the
importance of continued comparisons between these two rather
than emphasis of a single model.

The spiralian cleavage program
During spiral cleavage, the first two holoblastic cell divisions
generate the four embryonic quadrants: called the A, B, C, and D
blastomeres. Some species undergo what is known as ‘unequal
cleavage’, in which the first cell division gives rise to a smaller AB
cell and a larger CD cell. At the next division, AB divides equally
to give rise to two equal sized blastomeres (A and B), and the CD
cell divides unequally to generate a smaller C blastomere and a
larger D blastomere (Fig. 3A). These asymmetric divisions allow
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the unambiguous identification of cells from the time of their birth.
At the third cell division, the four blastomeres divide obliquely
with respect to the animal-vegetal axis to generate a quartet of
smaller cells (micromeres) towards the animal pole (Fig. 3 A,B).
The larger cells (macromeres) have a vegetal position. Subsequent
rounds of divisions of the macromeres generate additional quartets of micromeres, with mitotic spindles oriented clock-wise and
counter-clock-wise when the embryo is viewed from the animal
pole, at alternating 900 angles. The first set of micromeres born is
designated as the first quartet of micromeres, and the second set
as the second quartet of micromeres, and so on. Most embryos
give rise to four quartets of micromeres. There is a standard nomenclature to identify each blastomere in the embryo (Conklin,
1897). Micromeres are named with a small letter referring to the
embryonic quadrant of origin along with a number reference to
indicate the first (1a, 1b, 1c, 1d) or second quartet of micromeres
(2a, 2b, 2c, 2d), etc. Macromeres are named with capital letters
of their quadrant of origin along with a number to indicate which
quartet of micromeres was most recently born (Fig. 3C). When
the micromeres divide, the daughters inherit the name of the
mother cell along with either a superscript ‘1’ to refer to the cell
positioned to the animal side, and a superscript ‘2’ to refer to the
vegetal sister cell.

Spiralian fate maps
In addition to conserved cleavage patterns that allow the lineage
of each cell to be followed through development, blastomere fates
are also highly conserved across spiralian clades. Two modern
but distinct approaches have been utilized to map cell fates. In
one approach, the cell of interest is directly microinjected with
an intracellular lineage tracer that is inherited only by daughters
of the injected cell. This allows for both the documentation of the
cleavage pattern over time as well as the ultimate differentiated
fates of the descendant clone. In some cases, a second injection
of a different lineage tracer can allow for additional resolution of
a particular subclone. Modern fate mapping in spiralians by intracellular injection of lineage tracers was initiated in leech embryos
(Weisblat et al., 1978, Weisblat et al., 1980). A second technique,
called 4D microscopy, utilizes time-lapse imaging to follow individual
cells using a semi-automated cell tracking system (Schnabel et
al., 1997). This methodology requires optically clear embryos and
gives detailed cell division information, but there is limited or no
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Fig. 2. Capitella development.
Developmental series of embryonic
and larval stages. All panels are DIC
images, and each panel was generated from micrographs from a series
of multiple focal planes. (A,B,D)
animal view; (C,E) vegetal view;
(F,G) ventral view. The following
stages are shown: (A) 1-cell stage,
(B) 2-cell stage, (C) 4-cell stage, (D)
8-cell stage, (E) gastrula, (F) St. 5
larva, (G) St. 9 larva.
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of the fate map were inferred by subtractive logic (Ackermann et
al., 2005). A second Platynereis study utilized 4D microscopy to
examine cleavage patterns (Fischer and Arendt, 2013). With a
few notable exceptions (see below), conserved features of the
spiralian fate map hold true for the polychaete embryos that have
been examined by either classical or modern methods.
Two studies provide a comprehensive analysis of the origin of
larval and adult tissues for Capitella (Meyer et al., 2010, Meyer and
Seaver, 2010). In one, all first (including 1q1 and 1q2), second, and
third quartet micromeres, their corresponding sister macromeres,
and 4d were individually microinjected and their descendants followed into the larval period. Many details of the Capitella fate map fit
with highly conserved features of the spiralian fate map. For example,
the two larval eyes originate from 1a and 1c, the prototroch comes
from the 1q2 cells, and the somatoblast 2d forms the vast majority of
the post-trochal ectoderm (Meyer et al., 2010). In a second study,
the sublineage or division patterns and fates of daughters of the
primary somatoblast 2d was examined (Meyer and Seaver, 2010).
This cell generates both larval (neurotroch and telotroch) and adult
tissues (ventral nerve cord, epidermis). An intriguing result of this
study is that larval fates are not segregated from adult fates in the
first divisions of the 2d sublineage. In the first division, 2d divides
to give rise to the more animal 2d1 and the vegetal 2d2. 2d1 and 2d2
both give rise to larval and adult tissues, although the 2d1 clone
is much larger and gives rise to all of the trunk ectoderm, the left
neurotroch, the left telotroch and the left pygidial ectoderm (Fig. 4).
2d2 generates the right neurotroch, right telotroch and right pygidial
ectoderm. The division of 2d1 generates 2d11 and 2d12. 2d11 gives
rise to the adult trunk, but does not generate any larval structures.
2d11 generates the first bilateral clone in the 2d sublineage. The
other daughter cell (2d12) generates a mirror clone of 2d2, giving
rise to the left telotroch, left neurotroch and left pygidial ectoderm.
Direct injections of 2d112 yield clones containing left and right trunk
ectoderm that extends from the mouth to the telotroch. This clone
is similar to the clone made by its mother cell, minus a region from
the prototroch to the mouth. Following division of 2d112, the cells
2d1121 and 2d1122 form the right and left trunk ectoderm, respectively.
Because mollusks and clitellate annelids do not have a telotroch
or neurotroch, this is the first modern
A
report for the origins of posterior larval
structures during spiralian development.
A surprising result of the Capitella
fate map was the embryological origin
of the mesodermal bands, which generate almost all of the trunk musculature
(Meyer et al., 2010). In almost all
published spiralian fate maps generated using intracellular lineage tracers,
the mesodermal bands arise from 4d.
B
C
In Capitella, the mesodermal bands
instead arise from two cells, 3c and
3d. Each of these cells generates a
single mesodermal band, and the two
descendant clones are mirror images.
Thus, the trunk mesoderm arises from
both the C and D quadrants, instead of
Fig. 3. Schematic of spiral cleavage (A) Unequal spiral cleavage. (B) Lateral view of an 8-cell embryo
solely from the D quadrant. This finding
showing the orthogonal orientation of the cleavage spindles with respect to the animal-vegetal axis.
Two mother-daughter pairs are labeled. (C) Branching diagram showing nomenclature of mother and was originally described by Eisig in his
cell lineage study of Capitella capitata
daughter cells.
information on ultimate fates of cells if the specimen moves during
the developmental period examined.
Widely shared features can be used to describe a generalized
spiralian fate map. Both classical and modern studies from a range
of taxa have contributed to our understanding of shared features of
spiralian fate maps, including several classical studies in annelids.
The earliest cell lineage study for any spiralian was performed by
Whitman using the leech Clepsine (Whitman, 1887). Additional
studies include detailed lineage analyses for Nereis (Wilson, 1892),
Chaetopterus (Lillie, 1906, Mead, 1897), Capitella (Eisig, 1899),
Dinophilus (Nelson, 1904), and Podarke (Treadwell, 1901). In most
spiralians, cells derived from the A, B, C and D blastomeres roughly
approximate the left, ventral, right, and dorsal quadrants of the body,
respectively, although the relationships between the boundaries
of the descendant clones and the body axes are variable across
species (Shankland and Seaver, 2000). In addition, the alternating position of each quartet of micromeres shifts the position of
descendants. Anterior head ectoderm arises from the first quartet
micromeres. Of these, 1a and 1c generate the left and right larval
eyes, respectively. Another conserved feature that originates from
the first quartet is the major ciliated band of the larva, the prototroch
(velum in mollusks), which comes primarily from the 1q2 cells. Two
cells from the D quadrant, 2d and 4d, have particular importance
in that they make disproportionate contributions to the body. Also
known as the primary somatoblast, 2d generates the majority of
the trunk ectoderm; in annelids, this includes all of the body segments (and the pygidium in polychaetes). 4d, the ‘mesentoblast’,
generally generates the trunk mesoderm, part of the endoderm
(“hindgut”) and is proposed to be the origin of the germline. Most
of the larval and adult endoderm (“midgut”) is derived from the
vegetal macromeres.
In polychaetes, there are only four modern cell lineage or fate
mapping studies published to date, including two studies each for
Capitella teleta (Meyer et al., 2010, Meyer and Seaver, 2010) and
Platynereis dumerilii (Ackermann et al., 2005, Fischer and Arendt,
2013). In one Platynereis study, identified blastomeres were microinjected for a limited set of blastomeres (1st quartet micromeres,
1st quartet macromeres, 2d112, 4d and 4d1), and several features
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Fig. 4. Branching diagram of larval fates generated by 2d daughter
blastomeres in Capitella teleta. L, left; R, right.

(Eisig, 1899), although his results were received with skepticism
by his contemporaries (Nelson, 1904, Treadwell, 1901).
If 4d does not generate the mesodermal bands in Capitella,
one obvious question becomes, what does it generate? Are there
features of the descendant clone that are shared with other spiralians? In Capitella, 4d generates a small number of longitudinal
muscle fibers, putative primordial germ cells, and the anus, and
these cell types are conserved descendants of 4d in other spiralians.
Therefore, there is an apparent evolutionary retention of some but
not all features of the 4d lineage. Since the mesodermal bands
arise from 4d in Tubifex (Goto et al., 1999), Helobdella (Weisblat
et al., 1984) and Platynereis (Ackermann et al., 2005), it is likely
that the mesodermal bands arose from 4d in the ancestral annelid.
However, it will be important to sample additional species to determine how much variation exists in the origin of the mesodermal
bands within annelids.

Comparison of Capitella cleavage patterns of 2d and
4d with other spiralians
It is not necessary to take up the divisions of 2d in detail in the
annelids. Anyone who will take the trouble to follow through the
divisions of this cell in Unio, Crepidula, Nereis, Amphitrite and Arenicola will be convinced that differences are considerable and
in some cases very great, so that after a few divisions there is no
basis for a cell-homology among the descendants of 2d if similarity
of origin is regarded as one of the criteria.
(Child, 1900)
In most spiralians, the micromeres 2d and 4d are relatively large
cells, and together they generate the majority of the adult body.
Because of their importance, their cleavage patterns have been
characterized in detail for several species. The transition from spiral
cleavage to a bilateral cleavage pattern often occurs in the 2d and
4d lineages, and thus, studies of the 2d and 4d cleavage programs
have given insight into how an embryo that undergoes spiral cleavage generates a bilaterally symmetric animal, a problem that has
intrigued researchers for years. In the polychaetes Capitella teleta
and the three closely-related species Platynereis dumerilii, Platynereis massiliensis and Nereis limbata, the first bilateral division occurs
after the same number of divisions, in the fourth division cycle of

2d. This is when 2d112 divides to produce the daughter cells 2d1121
and 2d1122 (Dorresteijn, 1990, Meyer and Seaver, 2010, Schneider,
1992, Wilson, 1892). From older observations, bilateral division
of 2d112 was also reported for the polychaetes Amphitrite (Mead,
1897) and Dinophilus (Nelson, 1904). The cleavage pattern of 2d
has been characterized in extraordinary detail for several clitellates
(reviewed by Dohle, 1999). In the oligochaetes Tubifex (Penners,
1922) and Eisenia (Devries, 1968, Devries, 1973), 2d112 divides
equally to form the left and right precursors to the ectoteloblasts.
However in the leeches Theromyzon (Sandig and Dohle, 1988)
and Helobdella (Huang et al., 2002), although the fourth division
cycle of 2d represents the first bilateral division in the 2d lineage,
the blastomere that undergoes a bilateral division is 2d222 instead
of 2d112. The conservation of the complex division pattern of 2d is
suggestive that polychaetes and oligochaetes share an ancestral
pattern, and that leeches differ in this respect.
Within mollusks, significant variation occurs in the presence
and timing of the first bilateral division in the 2d sublineage. In
Unio, bilateral division of the very large 2d cell is during the fifth
cleavage cycle, one division later than in annelids. In contrast to
the Unio pattern, 2d itself divides symmetrically in Patella vulgata
(Damen, 1994). In the snail Lymnea stagnalis, bilateral cleavages
are initiated by the first quartet micromere 1d121 instead in the 2d
sublineage (Verdonk, 1968), and in the slipper snail Crepidula, 2d
sublineage divisions have been followed past the fourth division
cycle, but only spiral cleavages were described (Conklin, 1897).
The onset of bilateral divisions in the 2d lineage is not currently
known for Crepidula. The considerable variation seen in mollusks
makes it difficult to determine the ancestral molluscan 2d pattern.
Even though the fate of 4d has been widely investigated and the
4d fate is one of the most conserved features of spiralian development (Lambert, 2008), the cleavage pattern of the 4d daughter
cells has only been investigated in a limited number of cases using
modern methods (Fischer and Arendt, 2013, Lyons et al., 2012).
In annelids, the most detailed studies of 4d sublineages are from
the clitellates Helobdella and Tubifex using injection of intracellular
lineage tracers (Gline et al., 2011, Goto et al., 1999, Zackson, 1982).
Clitellates have a somewhat modified spiral cleavage program and
a distinct nomenclature for identifying blastomeres; nevertheless,
they provide an important framework for comparisons within annelids. The first two divisions of the mesodermal progenitor DM
produces two small micromeres (dm’ and dm’’) and then divides
symmetrically to form the left and right mesoteloblasts, ML and
MR (Bissen and Weisblat, 1989). These mesodermal teloblasts
divide highly asymmetrically, and undergo iterated divisions to
produce chains of smaller daughter cells that form the mesodermal
bands. The earliest born daughter cells generate nonsegmental
mesodermal structures in the head and associated with the gut
(Gline et al., 2011), while subsequent daughters are founder cells
that generate segmentally-repeated mesodermal structures. It
is notable that the boundaries of these repeats do not coincide
with segmental boundaries, and instead span multiple segments
(Weisblat and Shankland, 1985).
A study in Platynereis dumerilii using 4D microscopy is the only
modern characterization of the 4d cleavage pattern for a polychaete
(Fischer and Arendt, 2013). The first division of 4d is bilaterally
symmetrical, producing precursors of the left and right mesodermal
bands ML and MR. Subsequently, ML and MR each undergo seven
sequential rounds of asymmetric division to produce a group of
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smaller cells all born in a column. Thus, the 4d cleavage pattern in
Platynereis is very similar to that of Tubifex and Helobdella, although
it is unknown whether the smaller daughter cells are mesodermal
founder cells. Later cell divisions of ML and MR in Platynereis become
more symmetric, and the cleavage planes vary in their orientation
with respect to the axes of the embryo.
The early cleavage patterns of 4d in annelids contrast with 4d
division patterns observed in the mollusks Crepidula and Ilyanassa
(Conklin, 1897, Goulding, 2001, Lyons et al., 2012, Rabinowitz et
al., 2008). Following an initial bilateral division, the subsequent
born 4d granddaughter cells alternate in their position from one
side to the other in the embryo, consistent with a spiral cleaving
nature. This pattern continues for three rounds of divisions, after
which daughters are produced on a single side. Although data for
4d cleavage patterns come from limited sampling, the results are
intriguing and hint at evolutionary modifications of the 4d cleavage
pattern following the divergence of annelids and mollusks. Additional
detailed characterization of 4d sublineages in other taxa, both within
annelids and mollusks, as well as for others such as nemerteans
are needed. It will also be important to identify fates of 4d daughters in a range of species. From this information, it will be possible
to identify correlations between birth order and descendent fate
across species (e.g. in Crepidula, the first born daughter of ML or
MR contributes to the hindgut and the second daughter contributes
to the mesodermal bands), and identify clade-specific differences
in cell fate determination.

Embryonic organizing activity
A hallmark of spiralian development is the presence of organizing activity from the D quadrant. An embryonic organizer is a cell or
group of cells that affects axial patterning or cell fate specification
on other embryonic cells through an inductive signal. In spiralians,
organizing activity was first identified in the mollusk Ilyanassa
(Clement, 1962). Clement deleted individual blastomeres and
analyzed the resulting larvae for patterning defects. Deletion of the
3D blastomere caused radialized larvae and micromere patterning
defects. In contrast, deletion of either daughter of 3D (4d or 4D)
resulted in defects derived from the missing cell, with little or no
‘organizing influence’ on adjacent cell lineages. Thus, the organizing
activity in Ilyanassa is localized to a single cell (3D), and the timing of the signal occurs prior to the division of 3D into 4d and 4D.
Later experiments on Crepidula identified 4d as having organizing
activity (Henry et al., 2006).
Until recently, systematic blastomere deletions had not been
performed in polychaete embryos. The strongest indication that

Mollusk
3D

Ilyanassa

polychaetes have organizing activity came from experiments in
which the first cleavage was equalized, resulting in the formation of double embryos in Chaetopterus and Nereis (Henry and
Martindale, 1987, Tyler, 1930). Single cell laser deletions have
proven to be a precise and reliable technique in Capitella (Pernet
et al., 2012). In conjunction with a detailed knowledge of the fate
map (Meyer et al., 2010, Meyer and Seaver, 2010), laser deletions
were successfully used to identify an organizing activity in Capitella
(Amiel et al., 2013). Following an extensive set of single blastomere
deletions, larval phenotypes were analyzed by a combination of
morphological features and molecular markers. In most cases,
larvae were missing expected structures derived from the deleted
blastomere, but were otherwise patterned normally. Surprisingly, no
evidence for organizing activity was found for either the 4d or 3D
blastomeres, the cells with signaling activity in mollusks. Instead,
organizing activity was localized to the primary somatoblast cell, 2d
(Amiel et al., 2013). Organizing activity by 2d affected patterning
of head structures and the establishment of the dorsal-ventral axis
and bilateral symmetry, but did not affect formation of the anteriorposterior axis. The finding that deletion of both 2d daughters, 2d1
and 2d2, resulted in formation of a normal dorsoventral axis and
bilateral symmetry indicates that organizing activity occurs prior to
the birth of these two cells (Amiel et al., 2013). The membrane of 2d
directly contacts all of the overlying target first quartet micromeres,
suggesting that signaling may occur through direct cell-cell contacts.
Organizing activity in Capitella is uncoupled from mesodermal fate,
since deletions of the precursors of the mesodermal bands (3c and
3d) result in larvae with normal body axes (Amiel et al., 2013). In
summary, experimental manipulations in Capitella demonstrate the
presence of an embryonic organizer during annelid development.
The other annelid study that provides experimental evidence of
organizing activity comes from grafting experiments in the oligochaete Tubifex, in which transplantation of 2d11 plus 4d from the D
quadrant produces a second body axis (Nakamoto et al., 2011). It is
difficult to determine the extent of organizing activity these cells might
have during normal development however, because the grafted cells
give rise to the duplicated ectodermal and mesodermal derivatives.
The differences in cellular identity and timing of organizing activity
among species indicate a divergence of developmental pathway (Fig.
5). Although these differences are based on very limited sampling,
the results raise several questions to guide future investigations.
For example, is the identity of organizing activity in Capitella unique
among annelids? It will be important to reconstruct the ancestral
condition of the cellular identity of the organizing activity in annelids by surveying additional species, and include early branching
polychaetes. More generally, it will be important to determine if

Annelid
4d

Crepidula

2d

Capitella

2d11 + 4d

Tubifex

Fig. 5. Cellular identity of organizing
activity in different spiralians. For
each embryo schematic, the name
of the cell with organizing activity
is above the schematic, the animal
name is listed below, and the cell with
organizing activity is shaded.
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nemerteans, flatworms or sipunculids have organizing activity in
order to address the question of whether organizing activity is a
common (ancestral) feature of spiralian embryos. If organizing activity is a conserved spiralian feature, how much variation is there
in its cellular identity? Is the organizing activity always localized to
D quadrant descendants? To answer these questions, systematic
deletions of individual blastomeres during early development is
required for additional species, ideally for several representatives/
phylum. Such deletion information can only be interpreted within a
framework of detailed fate map information for the same species.

Developmental potential of the first quartet blastomeres
For over 100 years, biologists have appreciated the importance
of segregation of cytoplasmic determinants in specifying cell
fates in the spiralian embryo. Demonstration of the importance of
cytoplasmic determinants has come from manipulations such as
raising isolated blastomeres, deleting blastomeres, and removing
cytoplasmic regions such as the polar lobe. For most spiralians,
particularly those that undergo asymmetric cleavages in the first
two mitoses, isolated blastomeres develop into partial larvae, indicating a limited or an inability to regulate for missing structures.
Raising isolated blastomeres to larval stages has been performed
for the polychaetes Sabellaria (Novikoff, 1938, Render, 1997) and
Nereis (Costello, 1945).
The polar lobe is an enucleate cytoplasmic protrusion on the
vegetal side of some spiralian embryos that transiently forms
during early cell divisions. It is used as a shunting mechanism
to asymmetrically distribute cytoplasmic determinants. The polar
lobe is most obvious during the first and second cell divisions;
in the first division, the polar lobe material is shunted to the CD
blastomere and in the second division to the D blastomere. Deletions of the polar lobe have provided evidence for inheritance of
cytoplasmic determinants in the polychaetes Sabellaria (Novikoff,
1938, Render, 1983) and Chaetopterus (Henry, 1986), as well as
in the mollusks Ilyanassa (Clement, 1952, Crampton, 1896) and
Dentalium (Geilenkirchen et al., 1970, Wilson, 1904). Removal of
the first and second cleavage polar lobes of Dentalium and Sabellaria embryos demonstrated a complex organization of polar lobe
contents such that there was sequential inheritance of cytoplasmic
determinants by the D quadrant with distinct functions. Render’s
experiments on Sabellaria (1983) were the first demonstration of
inheritance of inhibitory material as a cellular mechanism of cell
fate determination in spiralians. Specifically, inheritance of cytoplasmic determinants to the D quadrant prevented formation of
the larval apical tuft by descendants of the D quadrant. Polar lobe
removal from Chaetopterus embryos resulted in essentially normal
larvae with loss of only bioluminescent photocytes (Henry, 1986),
demonstrating that determinants can have a very specific function
and affect only a single cell type. In summary, the segregation of
cytoplasmic determinants is an important mechanism to specify
blastomere fates in spiralians.
Other studies suggest the importance of inductive signals that
together with inheritance of cytoplasmic determinants affect cell fate
specification. As discussed in the previous section, identification
of organizing activity represents an important example of inductive
signaling in spiralian embryos. Another example comes from examination of eye-forming potential of first quartet micromeres in Ilyanassa
(Clement, 1962, Sweet, 1998). Normally only 1a and 1c make eyes

in Ilyanassa. When three of the four first quartet cells were deleted,
with 1b remaining, 1b generates an eye. 1b normally never makes
eyes. When 1d is the only remaining first quartet micromere, no eyes
form. When 1b is transplanted into the location of 1a or 1c, it can
generate an eye. In contrast, 1d is not capable of generating eyes
when transplanted, due to the inheritance of material from the polar
lobe (Sweet, 1998). This study is highly significant because it was
the first cell transplantation study in an indirect developing species
to show that individual first quartet cells are not specified solely by
inheritance of determinants, but instead are precisely positioned
by the stereotyped cleavage program to receive inductive signals,
in this case from the D quadrant macromere, 3D.
Cell fate specification of the larval eye by the first quartet of
micromeres has also been investigated in Capitella (Yamaguchi
and Seaver, unpublished data). Previous intracellular fate mapping
experiments in Capitella have shown that the 1a and 1c micromeres
normally form the left and right eye, respectively (Meyer et al., 2010).
When either 1a or 1c was removed by laser deletion, the resulting
larvae usually had a single eye pigment spot, the expected result
if 1a and 1c are the only two cells in the embryo with eye-forming
potential. However, further analyses using a combination of cell
deletion and cell-labeling experiments demonstrated that eye
forming potential is not limited to 1a and 1c. These experiments
demonstrated that all four quadrants have the potential to generate
an eye in Capitella, and hint at an inductive signal(s) necessary for
specifying cell fate of the first quartet blastomeres. Determining the
developmental potential of blastomeres in the early stage embryo
may uncover variation among species not found from examination
of fate maps, and may give insight into developmental flexibility in
the embryo.

Molecular signaling during early embryogenesis
Despite the rich history of experimental embryology in spiralians,
the molecular basis for axial patterning and cell fate specification
has remained largely elusive. The demonstration that ERK/MAPK
signaling is required in the D quadrant for proper specification of
axes and cell fates in Ilyanassa represented an important step
towards revealing molecular mechanisms controlling early spiralian development (Lambert and Nagy, 2001). Subsequent studies
showed that the MAPK pathway was specifically activated in the
3D blastomere in several other equal-cleaving mollusks, which may
reflect specification of the D quadrant (Koop et al., 2007, Lambert
and Nagy, 2003, Lartillot et al., 2002), although the pattern of MAPK
activation is quite complex in Crepidula (Henry and Perry, 2008).
Taking into account species-specific differences, it appears that
activation of MAPK in the D quadrant is conserved among mollusks.
In the polychaete Hydroides, activation of MAPK is only observed
in 4d, though a role of this pathway in Hydroides development has
not been experimentally tested (Lambert and Nagy, 2003).
In Capitella, ERK/MAPK activation does not appear to be involved
in D quadrant specification or axial patterning (Amiel et al., 2013).
Activated MAPK is not detected in cleavage stage embryos, and
the earliest expression is in cells associated with the blastopore lip
during gastrulation. Furthermore, continuous exposure of embryos
to an inhibitor of the MAPK/ERK pathway, UO126, results in larvae
with normal body axes and head structures. Interestingly, a similar
set of results was recently reported from a study in the polychaete
Platynereis, in which activated MAPK was not detected until
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gastrulation, and embryos exposed to UO126 developed normal
body axes (Pfeifer et al., 2014). In both Platynereis and Capitella,
larvae resulting from UO125 treatment are shorter than normal and
have a muscle pattern defects, with disorganized muscle fibers in
Platynereis and a reduced number of muscle fibers in Capitella.
These results suggest a similar function for MAPK/ERK signaling
during later development for the two polychaetes. It is important
to note that organizing activity has not yet been experimentally
demonstrated in Platynereis. However, even if organizing activity is
demonstrated for Platynereis, it is clear that the molecular signaling
pathways utilized by Capitella and Platynereis are different from
what has been demonstrated for several mollusks. This represents
an example of divergence in genetic regulatory underpinnings of
spiralian organizing activity. Additionally, it raises the question of
whether organizing activity in mollusks and annelids is homologous.
The expression and role of b-catenin in early stage Platynereis
embryos represents another interesting example of variation in
molecular signaling among spiralians. During cleavage stages in
Platynereis, b-catenin preferentially accumulates in the vegetal nuclei
of sister blastomere pairs that divide along the animal-vegetal axis
(Schneider and Bowerman, 2007). Ectopic activation of b-catenin
by exposure to the drug Alsterpaullone increases nuclear localization of b-catenin in animal daughter cells. Two distinct cell fate
transformations were demonstrated as a result. In the first, there
was loss of the animal daughter fate following exposure of 4d to
Alsterpaullone, demonstrated by absence of larval trunk muscle
(animal daughter fate). In the second example, there was loss of
prototrochal cilia when 1a – 1d were exposed, and presumably
there was a transformation to the vegetal sister cell fate. This pattern of nuclear b-catenin localization in vegetal daughters has not
yet been reported for any other spiralian. It is notable that a similar
pattern of binary segregation of activated b-catenin and cell fate
specification occurs during blastomere cleavages oriented along
the anterior-posterior axis in C. elegans (Kaletta et al., 1997, Lin
et al., 1998). However, given the phylogenetic distance between
Platynereis and C. elegans and the highly derived features of bcatenin signaling in C. elegans (Korswagen, 2002), it is likely that
this superficial similarity represents an evolutionary convergence.
The role of nuclear b-catenin during early development has also
been studied in the nemertean Cerebratulus (Henry et al., 2008). In
this species, b-catenin is stabilized and becomes localized to the
nucleus of endodermal precursors, the vegetal blastomeres. Morpholino knockdown of b-catenin blocks gastrulation in Cerebratulus.
In addition, in resulting larvae there is loss of gut tissue and ectopic
ectodermal structures. In contrast, expression of constitutively active b-catenin results in expansion of endodermal fate. b-catenin
has a role in endoderm specification in several animal taxa, including cnidarians, and this role has been proposed to represent the
ancestral b-catenin function in early embryogenesis of metazoans
(Wikramanayake et al., 2003). It is unknown if b-catenin signaling
has a role in endoderm specification in Platynereis.

Summary and future directions
Comparisons among spiralians can reveal developmental
changes that influence the evolution of novel forms. In this review,
we focused on several examples of variation in spiralian development. Recent studies in Platynereis, Capitella and some clitellates
have uncovered notable variation in fate maps, patterns of cleav-

age, mechanisms of cell fate specification, organizing activity, and
differences in molecular patterning. Some represent intra-clade
variation within annelids, and others hint at possible differences
between annelids and mollusks. Due to limited sampling, it is too
early to draw firm conclusions about general trends. Additionally,
there may be additional variation still to discover. Studies in other
spiralians, including additional annelid representatives of both
the Errantia and the Sedentaria clades are needed to investigate
intra- vs. interclade variation. Such studies will help determine
whether differences identified in either Platynereis or Capitella are
conserved among annelids. It has been argued that heterochrony
is a dominant force of evolutionary change (Gould, 1985, Raff et
al., 1991), yet some changes discussed here are not just simple
changes in developmental timing with respect to those of the ancestor. For example, the change in the fate map of 4d in Capitella does
not represent a simple case of complete cell fate change, since it
generates some but not all of the cell types typically generated by
4d. Specifically, 4d generates the germ line, anus and a few muscle
fibers in Capitella, but does not generate the mesodermal bands
that instead arise from 3c and 3d. The examples described in this
review hint that within the spiralian development program, there
is ample variation and that the apparent paradox of how a similar,
highly stereotypical cleavage program gives rise to such diversity
of larval and adult forms may not be such a paradox after all.
Future studies should also include investigations into molecular
mechanisms controlling spiralian development since there is still
much to be learned. Several recent technical advances will make
it realistic to perform such mechanistic studies in a broad range
of animals. The application of RNAi knockdown approaches in
Enchytraeus and morpholino-mediated knockdown in Helobdella
demonstrates that functional genomics are possible in annelids
(Takeo et al., 2010, Woodruff et al., 2007). In addition, recent development of reverse genetic tools using TALENs in Platynereis
(Bannister et al., 2014), or use of CRISPR technology (Pennisi,
2013) holds great promise. The rapid advancement of sequencing
technologies and drastic reduction in sequencing costs has also
benefited the field. The first generation of genomes and transcriptomes, along with the needed resolving power of phylogenomics
has been applied to this ancient clade (Bely, 2006, Henry et al.,
2010, Lambert et al., 2010, Simakov et al., 2013). Each of these
techniques requires effort to develop for new systems, but they
are within reach, and together, they remove barriers towards
mechanistic investigations in less-studied animals. Utilizing these
techniques will certainly benefit our understanding of the evolution of developmental mechanisms in the most diverse bilaterian
animal clade. It will be exciting to see what discoveries lay ahead.
A big challenge ahead is to try to link variation during early
development with differences in the adult body plan. Without
this link, one must consider that the observed natural variation
has no impact on changes in morphology. If this is the case, the
variability discussed in this review may very well be examples of
‘developmental system drift’ (True and Haag, 2001). True and Haag
define ‘developmental system drift’ as the divergence of genetic
regulation or morphogenetic processes that generate a homologous
morphological structure. A well-characterized example is found in
the development of the vulva in two nematodes, Caenorhabditis
elegans and Pristionchus pacificus (Sommer, 2012). In both species, the vulva, an egg-laying structure, develops from the same
set of three ectodermal precursor cells, and the vulva or ‘outcome’
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is a homologous organ. However, distinct cell signaling pathways
are used for vulval induction in the two species. Vulval formation
requires an inductive signal from a nearby cell, the AC. In Caenorhabditis elegans, the AC secretes an EGF-type ligand critical for
specification of the vulval precursor cells, and in P. pacificus, Wnt
signaling specifies formation of the vulva. Alternatively, some of the
described examples of variation may reflect divergent developmental pathways leading to nonhomologous structures. To distinguish
between these alternatives, a detailed mechanistic understanding
of the molecules controlling early developmental events in multiple
species is needed to be able to compare the functional changes
between two species (Sommer, 2012). Careful and detailed studies
of variation during early development are a necessary first step to
try to understand the evolution of developmental mechanisms in
one of the largest and most diverse animal assemblages.

DORRESTEIJN, A.W.C. (1990). Quantitative analysis of cellular differentiation during
early embryogenesis of Platynereis dumerilii. Roux’s Arch Dev Biol 199: 14-30.
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